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13 TRAFFIC STOPS 41 BAKER ACTS 2 

WATCH COMMANDER:    NEAT DATE:   10/27/2018 

 

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Criminal 
Mischief 

18-101382 Malacompra Road FCSO pulled into the park and observed an unknown subject run 
from the female bathroom and onto the beach.  When FCSO 
inspected the bathrooms, he noticed that both bathrooms had 
fresh spray paint on them.  FCSO along with district two units 
checked the area and could not located the subject.   

Domestic 
Disturbance 

18-101282 Bayside Dr S1 has been staying with his ex girlfriend V1 and her new boyfriend 
V2 at the above address. Today they asked S1 to leave several 
times, but he refused. V1 was using her phone to text her mom, 
and S1 snatched it from her. She pushed him trying to get the 
phone back, S1 then pushed her against the wall. S1 was arrested 
for Battery domestic and transported to the inmate facility without 
incident. 

Domestic 
Disturbance 

18-101304 Palm Coast Pwy 
Shell Station 

V1 called 911 because his wife S1 was beating his truck with a 
broom. One costumer had video of her hitting the truck. Contact 
was made with S1 who stated it started at home because V1 
refused to bring her to the hospital so she can have her self 
admitted for a Baker Act. V1 was taken into protective custody for a 
Baker Act. S1 and witnesses refused statements and didn’t want 
her charged. 

Baker Act 18-101386 European Village W/F was taken into protective custody for Baker Act 

Domestic 
Disturbance 

18-101389 Pheasant Dr O1 stated that his wife’s son, J1 came home over an hour late for 
his curfew. His wife, O2 was telling J1 what his punishment would 
and J1 got mad. O1 was watching from his phone through a security 
camera in the home and he thought J1 hit his wife, so he called 911. 
It was also confirmed through it was never physical.  

 


